Han Qiaoju

Working address and functions
Shijiazhuang Dazheng Apitherapy Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine
dean Han Qiaoju, m.d., chief physician of TCM, as Shijiazhuang city CPPCC
member, the world federation of Chinese medicine apitherapy branch, vice
President, Chinese medical association branch, vice President, studies the
traditional diagnosis technology and prescription of China association of
Chinese medicine branch, vice chairman, standing director of China's Hebei
province society of Chinese medicine, China's Hebei province apitherapy,
director of professional committee member, China apitherapy, director of the
continuing education base of Traditional Chinese Medicine.
She is one of the first batch of bee medical experts in China. She is the director
of the national "twelfth five-year" key specialty project of rheumatology in
China. In 2012, she was hired as the chief expert of Kaifeng Hospital of
Traditional Chinese Medicine.
In recent years, our college has published more than ten papers in domestic
and foreign journals. President Han was invited to give lectures and academic

exchanges in more than ten countries and regions, including the United States,
Belgium, Germany, France, Dubai and Egypt. President Han Qiaoju enjoys a
high reputation at home and abroad. She was successively awarded the titles
of "expert of Chinese Traditional Medicine Apitherapy", "excellent Chinese
traditional medicine apitherapy worker" and "excellent scientific worker of
Chinese traditional medicine apitherapy throughout the country” and was
awarded the title of "100 excellent scientific and technological workers of
Shijiazhuang" by the municipal party committee and municipal government of
Shijiazhuang.
President Han has been engaged in the clinical and scientific research of
Chinese medicine apitherapy for 36 years and has been devoted to exploring
and carrying forward the essence of Chinese medicine apitherapy, making
positive contributions to the inheritance and development of Chinese medicine
apitherapy. After more than 30 years of intensive research and careful
summary, President Han took the lead in China in the organic combination of
apitherapy and Traditional Chinese Medicine theory and created the "four
combination of traditional Chinese medicine apitherapy", which is mainly
based on bee acupuncture and wax therapy, combined with internal Chinese
medicine and external Chinese medicine treatment. The therapy of natural
green, hormone-free, non-toxic side effects, avoiding the conventional
treatment that damage the liver, kidney, bone, in the treatment of ankylosing
spondylitis, rheumatism, rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, diabetes mellitus,
neuropathy, and wounds made breakthrough in the study and won the
provincial science and technology achievement award.

